Comparisons of performance with cochlear implants and postmortem conditions in the cochlea in humans have shown mixed results. The limitations in those studies favor the use of within-subject designs and non-invasive measures to estimate cochlear conditions. One non-invasive correlate of cochlear health is multipulse integration, established in an animal model. The present study used this measure to relate neural health in human cochlear implant users to their speech recognition performance. The multipulse-integration slopes were derived based on psychophysical detection thresholds measured for two pulse rates (80 and 640 pulses per second). A within-subject design was used in eight subjects with bilateral implants where the direction and magnitude of ear differences in the multipulse-integration slopes were compared with those of the speech-recognition results. The speech measures included speech reception threshold for sentences and phoneme recognition in noise. The magnitude of ear difference in the integration slopes was significantly correlated with the magnitude of ear difference in speech reception thresholds, consonant recognition in noise, and transmission of place of articulation of consonants. These results suggest that multipulse integration predicts speech recognition in noise and perception of features that use dynamic spectral cues.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cochlear implants are the treatment of choice to provide hearing in patients with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. Many factors contribute to the outcome with a cochlear implant including the insertion depth of the electrode array, the electrode-neuron interface, the health of the neural population, cognitive skills required to understand degraded speech signals, and experience with the device.
Because the devices bypass the damaged organ of Corti and directly stimulate auditory nerves with patterned electrical pulses, one of the conditions assumed to be important for cochlear implant function is the health of the target auditory nerve population. The anatomical measure that is commonly used to estimate health of the auditory nerve is the number or density of surviving, healthylooking spiral ganglion cell bodies. In non-implanted deaf human ears, the spiral ganglion survival range is approximately 4% to 92% of normal depending on etiology, duration of deafness, and other variables (Hinojosa and Marion, 1983; Incesulu and Nadol, 1998) . In deaf implanted ears, the survival range of the spiral ganglion cells is only moderately lower, i.e., 2% to 72% (Nadol et al., 2001; Fayad and Linthicum, 2006) . While it is intuitive to assume that the function of a cochlear implant depends on the status of neural survival in the inner ear, comparisons of postmortem conditions in the human cochlea with the implant functional data collected in these humans prior to death do not necessarily support this notion. Khan et al. (2005) reported that the counts of spiral ganglion cells did not predict speech recognition performance measured before death in 15 cochlear implant users. A negative correlation between spiral ganglion cell counts and NU-6 words was demonstrated by Nadol et al. (2001) . Interpretation of the lack of significant correlation or even negative correlation between implant function and neural survival is difficult. The results might have been confounded by differences in cognitive function across subjects, such that two subjects with the same neural input from the cochlear implant might differ greatly in the cognitive ability to use that information. An additional complication in interpreting the relationship between human spiral ganglion cell count and speech recognition is that the condition of the nerve at the time the speech measures are taken might be markedly different from the condition at the time that the temporal bones are harvested, depending on the duration of that interval and intervening variables, such as the cause of death.
Animal models, where these confounding factors can be better controlled, have provided a clearer picture of the relationship between neural health and implant function than is possible with humans. Simpler and more objective measures of implant function used in the animal models can also help reduce the confounding effects of cognitive ability. Several psychophysical and electrophysiological measures have been developed to probe sensory and neural health in implanted animals. These measures include psychophysical threshold functions such as temporal integration of electrical pulse trains (threshold-versus-stimulus-duration functions) as well as electrophysiological measures such as electrically evoked compound action potentials and auditory brainstem responses (Hall, 1990; Prado-Guitierrez et al., 2006; Smith and Simmons, 1983; Kang et al., 2010; Pfingst et al., 2011a; Pfingst et al., 2011b; Ramekers et al., 2014) . Advantages of an animal model include that histological analysis can be conducted a short time after these functional measurements are made and that the conditions of the inner ear of the animals can be systematically manipulated. Most importantly, if these psychophysical and electrophysiological measures are non-invasive, they can be used for probing the inner ear conditions in humans with cochlear implants and relating these conditions to the speech recognition performance of the implantees.
One of the psychophysical measures that showed significant correlation with spiral ganglion cell counts is a multipulse-integration measure (Kang et al., 2010; Pfingst et al., 2011b) . The multipulse-integration measure is based on psychophysical detection thresholds as a function of pulse rate for pulse trains fixed in duration. With the duration of the stimulus fixed, the increase in pulse rate increases the number of pulses in the pulse train. Guinea pigs with greater than 70% nerve survival tended to be able to integrate the multiple pulses, demonstrating a decrease of psychophysical detection thresholds with increasing pulse rate on the order of À1 to À3 dB per doubling of pulse rate (i.e., steeper slopes for multipulse-integration functions). It is important to note that in these studies, animals with steep multipulseintegration slopes had high spiral ganglion cell counts as well as high counts of residual inner hair cells (IHCs). However, this does not mean that steep multipulse integration depends on electrical or electrophonic stimulation of IHCs. Data from human subjects in the current study as well as a previous study showed that the range of multipulse-integration functions was very similar to that found in guinea pigs with a known large range of nerve survival despite the fact that none of the human subjects had any measurable hearing and thus, they probably had no functional IHCs. An alternative interpretation for the role of IHCs is that they contribute to the survival and possibly the health of auditory nerve fibers. These findings in animals and humans suggest that multipulse-integration functions could be a psychophysical candidate for estimating neural survival across stimulation sites in human ears.
The purpose of the current study was to examine whether multipulse integration predicts speech recognition in humans with cochlear implants. We hypothesized that the most direct effect of sparse auditory nerve survival would be a decrease of spatial selectivity leading to less independence between neural populations stimulated by individual spectral channels from the speech processor. The decreased independence of neural channels would in turn affect speech recognition in noise and the transmission of speech features that rely on spectral cues such as formant frequencies, formant transitions, and low frequency periodicity.
Attempts to relate psychophysical data to speech recognition performance across individuals often fail, probably because speech recognition can depend strongly on other subject variables such as cognitive ability. In the current study, a within-subject design was used to eliminate such across-subject confounding factors by comparing performance of the two ears of the same bilaterally implanted subject. The general approach was to compare the direction as well as magnitude of the ear difference in the multipulseintegration measure of neural survival to the direction and magnitude of ear difference in various speech-recognition measures. It is important to note that in addition to neural health, ear-specific variables such as insertion depth and electrode-neuron interface can also impact the performance of the two ears of the same subject independently.
II. METHODS

A. Subjects
Eight subjects implanted bilaterally with the Nucleus (Cochlear Corporation, Englewood, CO) cochlear implants participated in this study. Their demographic information is provided in Table I . The subjects were all sequentially implanted. All ears were tested for residual acoustic hearing using narrow-band noise stimuli with center frequencies at octave intervals between 250 and 8000 Hz via insertion earphones. The extended stimulus levels [120 dB hearing level (HL) for all frequencies] were used and none of the ears had measurable acoustic hearing. The use of human subjects in this study was reviewed and approved by the University of Michigan Medical School Institutional Review Board. A laboratory owned Freedom speech processor (Cochlear Corporation, Englewood, CO) was used for the psychophysical testing. Stimuli for measuring multipulse integration were trains of symmetric biphasic pulses of two stimulation rates (80 and 640 pps). The pulse duration was 25 ls/phase with an interphase interval of 8 ls, and the pulse-train duration was 500 ms. The pulse rates used were chosen to be below 1000 pps because threshold change at pulse rates above 1000 pps is believed to involve a mechanism of residual cell charge and the animal studies showed that spiral ganglion density was more strongly correlated with the slopes of the multipulse-integration function below 1000 pps than above (Pfingst et al., 2011b) . For each ear, detection thresholds were measured three times for each of the two pulse rates for all functioning electrodes in a monopolar configuration (MP 1 þ 2). Functioning electrodes were those that were turned on in the subject's clinical MAP, had normal impedances, and did not cause perceptual discomfort. Trials were fully randomized for electrode and pulserate conditions. The method of adjustment was used for measuring the thresholds, where the subjects adjusted the stimulation levels on their own to find thresholds. Subjects had access to two sets of buttons on a computer screen; one set allowed adjustment in a step size of 5 current level units (CLUs) and the other was for a finer adjustment in 1 CLU steps. The subjects were instructed to first use the larger step size to approximate the threshold region and then fine tune the stimulus level using the smaller step size (1 CLU) until the level at which the signal was just audible was determined. The stimulus was presented repeatedly with a 600 ms inter-stimulus interval as the subject adjusted the level to determine the threshold. Thresholds obtained in CLUs were first converted to microamperes and then expressed in decibels relative to 1 mA. Mean and range of the slopes of threshold-versus-pulse-rate functions were determined for each stimulation site.
C. Speech recognition tests
For each bilaterally implanted subject, speech recognition was measured for the left and right ear alone in randomized order. The speech measures consisted of a speech reception threshold (SRT) test for CUNY sentences (Boothroyd et al., 1985) and phoneme recognition at various signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Speech performance was measured using the subjects' everyday clinical processors and settings, including Smart-sound features. The Smartsound features were the same between ears for each subject. Tests were conducted in a double-walled sound-attenuating booth through a loudspeaker positioned 1 m away from the subject at 0 azimuth. The levels of the speech stimuli were calibrated and presented at 60 dB sound pressure level (SPL).
The 72 CUNY lists (each containing 12 sentences) were divided into blocks of 4 lists, one block for each SRT test. The CUNY sentences are meaningful utterances spoken by a male speaker. Contextual cues and lengths of sentences were not equated, but the total number of words was the same across lists. The target CUNY sentences were presented in white noise amplitude modulated at 100% modulation depth with a 4 Hz sinusoid, a frequency similar to the slow modulation frequency in speech envelopes. A fluctuating noise was used because listening in fluctuating noises requires good spectral resolution to segregate signal from noise to take advantage of the spectral or temporal minima where SNR is favorable. The amplitude-modulated noise was presented alone for 1.5 s before the target sentence, during the target, and for 0.5 s alone after the target. The onset and the offset, each measuring 5% of the stimulus duration, were applied with raised cosine ramps. SNR was calculated for the time where the target and noise overlapped. The mixed signal (target þ noise) was normalized to its peak amplitude resulting in similar stimulation levels from trial to trial. SNR started at 20 dB at the beginning of the test and adapted in a one-down one-up procedure with a step size of 2 dB. The stimulus was presented one time to the subject who was instructed to repeat the sentence to the researcher. SNR was lowered by 2 dB if the subject repeated all words in the sentence correctly or increased by 2 dB for an incorrect response. The one-down one-up procedure estimated the 50% correct point on the psychometric function. The SRT was taken as the mean of the SNRs at the last 6 reversals of a total of 12 reversals. SRTs were measured twice and the mean of the two SRTs was calculated.
Consonant and vowel recognition were measured in quiet and in a speech-shaped noise at 10 and 0 dB SNRs. Consonant and vowel materials were chosen from Shannon et al. (1999) presented in a consonant-/a/ context and Hillenbrand et al. (1995) presented in a /h/-vowel-/d/ context, respectively. Subjects were instructed to choose the token they heard from a closed set of 12 vowels or 20 consonants. The speech tokens were shown on a computer screen and selected using a mouse. Each SNR condition was tested twice and the average percent correct was calculated.
D. Information transmission analysis
In addition to deriving a percentage score for correctly recognized consonant and vowel sounds, error patterns were analyzed to examine transmission of various articulatory features for consonants and vowels (Miller and Nicely, 1955) . The consonant articulatory features analyzed included voicing, place of articulation, and manner of articulation. The labials, alveolars, velars, and palatals were then binary coded and treated as subcategory features of place of articulation (see Zhou et al., 2010 for a review). The three articulatory features analyzed for vowels were the first formant (F1), second formant (F2), and duration.
E. Linear regression analysis
For each ear, the slopes of the multipulse-integration functions were averaged for the whole array to derive an across-site mean (ASM) slope. The slopes were also averaged over specific frequency regions to derive regional means. The ear differences (left ear minus right ear) were then calculated for the ASM slopes, regional slopes, and various speech-recognition measures. The relationship between the ear differences in the ASM slopes or regional slopes and the ear differences in various speech-recognition measures was examined using two approaches. First, a binary correlation was examined where the direction of ear differences in the slopes and ear differences in the speech-recognition measures was compared. Second, the relationship between the magnitude of ear differences in the slopes and the magnitude of ear differences in speech recognition was examined. For correlating magnitudes of ear differences in estimated neural survival with those in the speech-recognition measures, linear regressions were performed to force through the origin such that intercept was excluded in these linear models (Casella, 1983) . The independent and dependent variables in these linear regressions were ear differences where there was no inherent directional bias. Therefore interpretation of the linear regressions would be only meaningful if the intercept (constant) were excluded. Statistical significance for a linear regression without intercept would indicate that the two variables were proportionally related.
III. RESULTS Figure 1 shows the ranges and means of the multipulseintegration slopes measured at each available stimulation site in each ear for the eight subjects. The slopes for multipulse integration varied across stimulation sites, to a greater degree in some ears than others. This across-site variation was statistically significant for all ears [one way repeated-FIG. 1. Means and ranges of the multipulse-integration slopes for all available stimulation sites measured in two ears. Each panel shows data measured from the left ear as stars and right ear as squares for one bilaterally implanted subject. Subject numbers are given in the lower left corner of each panel. Across-site mean slopes (in decibels per doubling of pulse rate) for each ear and statistics for comparing the ear differences for each subject are reported in the lower right corner.
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.05]. For some subjects, the steeper slopes were in the same ear across most of the array (e.g., S96), whereas for other subjects, the better ear for multipulse integration differed across stimulation sites. Ear differences in the across-site mean slopes were only statistically different from zero for subjects 52, 89, 69, and 81 (one sample T test). This is not problematic for later analysis because, in theory, if the hypothesized relationship between the multipulse-integration slopes and speech recognition is true, minimal ear differences in the slopes should predict corresponding minimal ear differences in speech recognition. For each ear, analysis was conducted to examine the correlation between the integration slopes and the absolute detection threshold across the stimulation sites. The relationships between the integration slopes and the absolute detection thresholds at the two pulse rates are shown in Table II (Pearson's R). Except for subject 81, one or both ears of the subjects showed a significant correlation between the absolute detection thresholds at one or both pulse rates and the multipulse-integration slopes across the stimulation sites. In cases of statistical significance, stimulation sites that required higher current for activation also tended to have shallow integration slopes.
Individual data for the ASM multipulse-integration slopes as well as the SRTs and consonant and vowel recognition at various SNRs are shown in Fig. 2 . Three demographic variables including age of the subject, duration of deafness, and the duration of CI use were examined. None of these demographic variables alone, or the single principle component derived from the three demographic variables via a factor analysis, accounted for variance in the multipulseintegration slopes or variance in speech performance across Correlations between the absolute detection threshold at two rates and the multipulse-integration slopes across sites. the 16 ears (Pearson's R, p > 0.05). In addition, neither duration of CI use nor duration of deafness accounted for the direction of ear asymmetry in speech performance in the eight subjects. Figure 3 shows the eight subjects' ear differences in SRTs plotted against their ear differences in the ASM slopes. Based on the direction that the ear differences were obtained (left ear minus right ear), the upper left quadrant of the figure contains data points from subjects who had both better SRT and steeper ASM slope in the left ear, whereas data points in the lower right quadrant were from subjects who had better SRT and steeper ASM slope in the right ear. Except for one subject who had no ear difference in sentence recognition in noise but demonstrated a better ASM slope in the right ear, all subjects' better ear for SRT was also the ear that showed a steeper (more negative) ASM multipulse-integration slope. A linear regression fit to the data through the origin revealed statistical significance, suggesting that not only was the direction of the ear differences consistent between the two measures but also that the magnitude of ear difference in subjects' SRTs was proportionally related to the magnitude of ear difference in the ASM slopes. Figure 4 shows the scatter plots of the ear differences in the ASM slopes against ear differences in consonant and vowel recognition percent-correct scores at various SNRs. The majority of the data points was confined within the upper left and lower right quadrants, especially for consonants, indicating that steeper multipulse-integration slope and better consonant recognition were found in the same ear for those subjects. Interestingly, in the most challenging SNR condition (0 dB SNR), the amount of slope differences between ears was found to predict almost perfectly (Pearson's R, r ¼ 0.95) the amount of ear differences in consonant recognition. However, at other SNR conditions for consonants and at all tested SNR conditions for vowels, the magnitude of ear differences in phoneme recognition was not significantly correlated with the magnitude of ear differences in the ASM slopes.
The relationships between the ASM slopes and transmission of the voicing, manner of articulation and place of articulation features for consonants were also examined with results shown in Fig. 5 . Percentages of information transmitted for the three features were averaged across the SNR conditions. Direction of ear differences was found to be the most consistent for the place-of-articulation feature. A few data points fell outside of the upper left and lower right quadrants for voicing, although the majority of the data points did suggest consistent ear differences. The least consistent ear differences were found for manner of articulation. The magnitude of ear differences in the ASM slopes significantly predicted the magnitude of ear differences in perceiving place of articulation (Pearson's R, p < 0.016, Bonferroni adjusted criterion), but not for voicing or manner of articulation (Pearson's R, p > 0.016, Bonferroni adjusted criterion).
For most subjects, multipulse integration was not steeper in the same ear across all stimulation sites; i.e., the better ear for multipulse integration differed as a function of place along the tonotopic axis of the cochlea. This led to the question of whether the ear differences in the regional slopes would predict the ear differences in articulatory features of consonant sounds that were spectrally specific. The acoustic correlates for place of articulation of consonants are spectrally specific. The location of the constriction made during consonant production (i.e., place of articulation) is perceived by detecting spectral peaks, or in cases of nasals, absence of spectral peaks (e.g., anti-formants) in the short-term spectrum at consonantal release (Fujimura, 1962; Stevens and Blumstein, 1978) . The spectral characteristics cuing place of articulation lie in the highest frequency region for alveolars followed by velars, palatals, and labials. Labials are produced with virtually no front vocal cavity, demonstrating a diffused spectrum with most energy distributed in the low frequencies. For the current experiment, the multipulse-integration slopes were averaged for electrodes 1-3, 4-6, 7-16, and 15-22, which were assigned with frequencies that roughly corresponded to acoustic correlates for alveolars, velars, palatals, and labials, respectively (Table III) . The ear differences in the slopes were significant for all subjects in all four frequency regions (p < 0.05) except for the frequency region corresponding to the velar feature for subject 81. Figure 6 shows the scatter plots of ear differences in transmission of these frequency-specific place-of-articulation features at three SNRs in relation to the ear differences in the regional slopes. Results showed that the transmission of features with acoustic correlates in specific frequency regions were significantly correlated with multipulseintegration slopes averaged across the corresponding frequency regions under all SNR conditions (Pearson's R, p < 0.016, Bonferroni adjusted criterion). The trend was that the correlation became stronger as the SNR became more challenging. FIG. 3 . Scatter plot of ear differences (left minus right) in the speech reception thresholds (SRTs) against the ear differences in the ASM multipulseintegration slopes. Ear-difference data in the left upper quadrant are from subjects whose better ear is the left ear for both variables (L), and data in the right lower quadrant are from subjects whose better ear is the right ear for both variables (R). Each data point represents one bilaterally implanted subject. Regression through the origin is indicated with a dashed line. The r and p values for the regression are shown in the lower left corner of the figure.
The relationship between the transmissions of articulatory features for vowels and the multipulse-integration slopes is shown in Fig. 7 . The frequency ranges for the first and second formants of the vowels were determined based on an acoustic analysis of the stimuli used in the study, which was close to the averaged formant frequencies for American English (Lieberman and Blumstein, 1988) . Transmission of the second formant was compared with the FIG. 5 . Scatter plot of ear differences (left minus right) in transmitting the consonant features against the ear differences in the ASM multipulse-integration slopes. Symbols indicate various signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and the mean collapsed across the three SNRs. L and R indicate the direction of ear differences. Each data point represents one condition for one bilaterally implanted subject. In each panel, a regression through the origin for the mean data is indicated with a dashed line with statistics shown in the lower left corner.
FIG. 4.
Scatter plot of ear differences (left minus right) in consonant recognition (top row) and vowel recognition (bottom row) against the ear differences in the ASM multipulse-integration slopes. The letters "L" and "R" indicate the direction of ear differences. Each data point represents one bilaterally implanted subject (refer to legend in Fig. 3) . Regression through the origin is indicated with a dashed line. The r and p values for the regressions are shown in the lower left corner of each panel.
regional multipulse-integration slopes averaged across electrodes 9-16, and the first formant was compared with the regional slopes averaged across electrodes 16-22 (Table III) . The ear differences in the transmission of the duration feature were compared with the ear differences in the slopes averaged across the whole array. The ear differences in the slopes were significant for all subjects for the two frequency regions analyzed (p < 0.05). The direction of ear differences in the ASM or regional slopes was not always consistent with that in the various articulatory features of the vowels nor did the magnitudes of ear differences correlate.
IV. DISCUSSION
The relationship between a psychophysical measure, which was correlated with auditory neuron survival in an animal model, and speech recognition in humans, was examined. The results of the present study indicate that neural survival estimated by slopes of the multipulse-integration functions predicts ear asymmetry in human listeners' performance for sentence recognition in noise, consonant recognition at challenging SNRs, and reception of various consonant features that are dependent on the transmission of spectral information.
A. Across-site variation
Results of the present study showed that the slopes of multipulse-integration functions varied across the stimulation sites in patterns that were subject and ear specific. This suggests an uneven distribution of pathology along the tonotopic axis. Across-site variation has been found for various psychophysical measures (Zwolan et al., 1997; Pfingst et al., 2004; Pfingst and Xu, 2005; Bierer, 2007; Bierer and Faulkner, 2010; Pfingst et al., 2008; Garadat et al., 2012) , and the patterns in which these psychophysical measures vary across the stimulation sites are also unique to each measure (Pfingst et al., 2011a) . The unique patterns suggest that the various psychophysical measures are not mediated by a single mechanism.
For multipulse integration, the animal studies have demonstrated that a significant amount of the variance in the slopes of the functions could be accounted for by the density of the spiral ganglion cell bodies of the auditory neurons in Rosenthal's canal near the stimulation sites (Kang et al., 2010; Pfingst et al., 2011b) . The mechanism for the effects of auditory fiber density on the ear's ability to integrate multiple electrical pulses is not fully understood. In McKay and colleagues' model of temporal processing (McKay and McDermott, 1998; McKay et al., 2013) , detection of pulsatile stimulation in electric hearing is influenced by a combined effect of reduced neural response due to refractory effects and temporal integration of neural activity in the integration window. Previous reports have shown that guinea pigs with sparse neural survival also tend to have low spontaneous activity in the remaining fibers, probably due to the loss of inner hair cells (Kang et al., 2010; Pfingst et al., 2011b) . The lack of spontaneous activity can lead to abnormal across-fiber synchrony. That is, if the auditory nerve is silent when the first pulse in a pulse train arrives, all of the fibers will tend to fire at once and then enter a refractory state so that there is no response to the closely following subsequent pulses. After recovery from refraction, the sequence would repeat (Wilson et al., 1997) . Above about 200 pps, stimuli would be undersampled due to the abnormal acrossfiber synchrony, leading to shallow threshold-versus-pulserate functions. Neural health in a broader sense could include FIG. 6. Scatter plot of ear differences (left minus right) in transmitting the frequency-specific place of articulation features (in different symbols) against the ear differences in the multipulse-integration slopes averaged across the corresponding frequency regions. Results for three SNR conditions are shown. L and R indicate the direction of ear differences. Regression for all articulation features is indicated with a dashed line through the origin with statistics shown in the lower left corner.
not only the number of surviving auditory nerve fibers but also the condition of those fibers (myelination, membrane properties, metabolic function, etc.), all of which could affect the responses of the auditory nerve population to electrical stimulation. One possibility is that the surviving neurons in ears that have considerable damage might have prolonged refractoriness due to loss of myelin (Zhou et al., 1995a; Zhou et al., 1995b) , so that increases in stimulus pulse rate would not result in comparable increases in evoked discharge rate. This would also lead to shallower pulse rate functions in ears that have greater pathology.
B. Effects of neural survival on speech recognition in noise
Spiral ganglion cells and their peripheral processes degenerate upon the damage of cochlea and loss of hair cells. The amount of nerve loss is generally believed to increase with the duration of deafness without the support from hair cells. Many studies have demonstrated that speech recognition with cochlear implants is related to a subject's duration of deafness (e.g., Rubinstein et al., 1999) . However, there is little evidence in the literature that has linked the dependence of speech recognition in electrical hearing with neural survival in the inner ear.
In damaged ears, thresholds for activation can be elevated due to loss of the most sensitive fibers or increased distance between the implant electrodes and the most sensitive nerve fibers (Bierer and Faulkner, 2010; Long et al., 2014) . Our data showed that in some ears, stimulation sites that had shallow slopes did also tend to have higher absolute detection thresholds. In such cases, the elevated stimulation levels are likely to cause greater spread in neural excitation, which in turn could result in a reduction in spatial tuning. Our first hypothesis was that nerve loss would have a detrimental effect on speech recognition in noise. This hypothesis was developed under the assumption that speech recognition in noise requires much better spectral resolution than does speech recognition in quiet, which is discussed in detail in the following section. Evidence from the present study supported this hypothesis by showing that subjects who had steeper slopes of multipulse integration in one ear also performed better for sentence recognition in amplitudemodulated noise in the same ear. The consistent ear differences were found for consonant and vowel recognition in speech-shaped noise for most cases as indicated by data points confined in the two quadrants (Fig. 4) . It should be noted that the fact that one ear is better at both measures does not seem to be due to ear differences in the amount of practice listening with the implants because the ear with more device experience was not always the ear that performed better on the two measures. More interestingly, the magnitude of the differences in estimated nerve loss between the two ears predicted proportionally the differences in the amount of noise that the two ears were able to tolerate for understanding sentences at the 50% correct level (Fig. 3) . Such a proportional correlation was also found for consonant recognition at 0 dB SNR (Fig. 4, upper left panel) but not for the two other easier SNR conditions. Many studies in the literature have suggested that speech recognition in noise is dependent on spectral resolution to a greater degree than speech recognition in quiet. Vocoder studies have suggested that a substantially increased number of channels is needed for listening in noise backgrounds (Dorman et al., 1998; Xu and Zheng, 2007) , particularly for vowel and voice pitch perception (approximately > 20 channels) (Kong and Zeng, 2006) . The effective number of channels in a cochlear implant has found to be much lower (i.e., $8) than the number of implanted electrodes (Friesen et al., 2001) . This explains for example why implant users do not show masking release when a steadystate noise is replaced with an amplitude-modulated noise or a competing talker (Nelson et al., 2003; Fu and Nogaki, 2005) as normal hearing listeners typically do (Festen and Plomp, 1990) . The difficulties with listening in fluctuating noise via cochlear implants are attributed to the listeners' inability to use the temporal or spectral minima since frequency selectivity falls short of supporting segregation of FIG. 7 . Scatter plot of ear differences (left minus right) in transmitting the vowel features against the ear differences in the ASM slopes for the duration feature and regional slopes for the F2 and F1 features. Symbols indicate various SNRs and the mean collapsed across the three SNRs. L and R indicate the direction of ear differences. Each data point represents one condition for one bilaterally implanted subject. Regression through the origin for the mean data is indicated with a dashed line with statistics shown in the lower left corner.
target from the noise. Fu and Nogaki (2005) provided direct evidence that spectral smearing as a result of the loss of spatial tuning in electrical hearing is the reason that implant users cannot segregate speech information from fluctuating noises. They demonstrated that as the carrier filter slope was decreased to À6/dB/octave, sentence recognition in normalhearing subjects listening to the acoustic simulation of a cochlear implant became equivalent to the performance on the same task measured in implanted listeners. Nerve loss is often hypothesized to be the underlying reason for the spread of neural excitation that leads to poor spatial tuning, and the results of the present study, which suggested a link between neural survival estimated psychophysically and speech recognition performance in noise, provided evidence consistent with that hypothesis.
C. Effects of neural survival on transmission of articulatory features
Our second hypothesis was that nerve loss would have a detrimental effect on the transmission of speech features that rely on spectral information. Evidence to support this hypothesis came from our results that showed strong correlations between ear differences in the multipulse-integration slopes and transmission of place of articulation, a feature that is primarily spectral (Fig. 5, right panel) . For stops, place of articulation is perceived by detecting the locations of peaks or minima in the short-term spectrum at consonantal release or the direction of F2 transition (Stevens and Blumstein, 1978) . It is important to note that the acoustic correlates for place of articulation are either based on shortterm spectra or dynamic changes of spectral information that are different from the more steady-state formant frequencies of vowels. Our results indicate that nerve loss would result in difficulties in perceiving these more dynamic spectral cues. More importantly, the multipulse-integration slopes almost perfectly predicted the amount of information lost in the transmission of the place of articulation feature. This is consistent with the assumption that nerve loss would result in reduced salience of the spectral representation in the neural population response or increased spread of excitation that would blur the independence of neural response channels (Baer and Moore, 1994) .
Given this strong effect observed for place of articulation, we considered a second research question that involved the dependence of frequency-specific subcategory features of place of articulation on nerve survival in the corresponding frequency regions. The question was whether the transmission of alveolars, veolars, palatals, and labials, each treated as a binary feature with acoustic correlates in specific frequency regions, could be predicted by neural survival near the corresponding stimulation sites.
Note that for most subjects, the direction and magnitude of ear differences in the multipulse-integration slopes differed across stimulation sites (Fig. 1) . Correlations between the ear differences in the transmission of frequency-specific features and those in the regionally averaged slopes were significant for all three SNRs. The strength of the correlations, not surprisingly, was found to be the strongest for the most challenging SNR and weaker for the 10 dB SNR and the quiet conditions (Fig. 6) . These results suggested that nerve survival is important for perceiving place of articulation of consonants, and the regions where neural survival are poor would affect perceiving place of articulation of consonants that have acoustic correlates at those frequencies.
The dependence of transmission of the voicing feature on nerve survival was weaker. The correlation was not significant after a Bonferroni correction (Fig. 5, first panel) . The acoustic correlates for the voicing distinction can be both temporal and spectral. The temporal cues include the duration of the oral constriction or closure, durations of preceding vowels, and the absence or presence of transient release (Pickett, 1999) . The spectral cues for voicing are the presence of low frequency periodicity during constriction and correlated periodicity in the middle and high frequencies that is sometimes superimposed on the random amplitude fluctuations of the turbulence (Pickett, 1999) . Therefore it seems reasonable to expect a somewhat weaker relationship between the perception of voicing and the multipulseintegration slopes. Manner of articulation is coded mainly with temporal information relative to the voicing and place of articulation features. These cues could be murmur intensity or rise time of formant transitions. Abrupt or gradual changes in spectral envelopes could also be related to perception of manner of articulation (Pickett, 1999) . These results suggested that the dependence on nerve survival varied systematically with the degree to which the consonant features were coded spectrally.
A puzzling finding of the present study was the weak relationship between vowel recognition and the estimated neural survival. No significant correlations for magnitude were found between multipulse-integration slopes and percent correct scores for vowel recognition at all three SNRs, although direction of ear differences was consistent between the two measures in most cases (Fig. 4 ). There were no compelling theoretical reasons to predict a relationship between the perception of the duration feature of vowels and neural survival. However, transmission of the formant features did not seem to be dependent on multipulse-integration slopes averaged from the corresponding frequency regions either. Similar to place of articulation of consonants, formant frequencies of vowels reveal information regarding the position of tongue in the production of vowels (Pickett, 1999) . One of the possible reasons that could account for the weaker relationship is that the spectral cues for perceiving vowels are more steady state than the spectral cues for consonant features, which are typically more transient in time, such as the short-term spectrum of consonantal release or formant transitions.
The variance in speech recognition in noise and perception of speech cues that are primarily spectral apparently are not completely explained by the integration slopes. Although comparing ear differences eliminated some of the subject variables such as cognition, other subject variables specific to ears including insertion depth and electrode-neuron interface could also greatly affect the speech perception outcome.
D. The relationship between slopes of multipulse integration functions and other measures
One interpretation of the results of this study is that the loss of auditory neurons results in elevation of electrical thresholds, which leads to greater spread of neural excitation. To test this interpretation one could compare the slopes of multipulse integration, a potential measure for survival, to psychophysical measures that explicitly assess spatial specificity of electric stimulation such as forward masking (Nelson et al., 2011; Chatterjee et al., 2006) . As was discussed earlier, nerve survival density describes one aspect of neural health and the surviving neurons can vary in many aspects such as myelination, membrane properties, or metabolic function that all potentially affect the functional response to cochlear implant stimulation. It would be interesting to relate the psychophysical measure for nerve survival to measures that assess the temporal processing fidelity of the auditory neurons such as amplitude modulation detection (Garadat et al., 2012; . It remains to be tested whether temporal processing acuity would be dependent on the density of nerve fibers or is a function of other properties of the surviving neurons. Future studies are warranted to examine other candidate measures for estimating neural status in humans.
E. Clinical implications
In the current study, the relationship between slopes of multipulse-integration functions and speech recognition was examined using a within-subject design that compared ear differences in individual subjects. An alternative approach would be to compare speech recognition using experimental processor maps with stimulation sites for one map selected to have steep slopes and stimulation sites for the other map having shallow slopes. An example of this approach using another psychophysical measure has been published previously (Garadat et al., 2012) . In the clinic, stimulation sites with steep integration slopes could be selectively favored in the processor map in an effort to improve speech recognition, similar to the experiment by that selected sites based on modulation detection acuity. A potential advantage of multipulse-integration slopes over some other psychophysical measures is that the multipulseintegration measure is simpler and relatively quick and it requires little or no training of the patients since threshold measures are frequently used during clinical visits.
